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You know you are getting older when your back goes out more than you do. These revealing tales are must reading for
each AARP member and baby boomer facing the near future. What's real life when the jokes about later years start
applying to you! In a lifestyle that regards people within their seventies like older cars prepared for the junk heap, these
heroes and heroines won't consider the odometer!
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Try it. The younger generations should go through it to realize that their parents and grandparents aren't totally nuts! 73
by Howard Englander 73 is easy reading and thought provoking. I then passed the book to a mature pal who was actually
73 at that time, an active, vibrant, articulate senior, who bought many even more copies for his close friends. I was
raised in Chicago, and feel just like the author was looking over my childhood shoulder along with his descriptions of my
neighbors and neighborhood. Not many books out there that speak frankly about physical appeal and the dilemma's that
seniors encounter.This is a terrific read, whatever your actual age, and as I approach that magic number, I relate all the
more to these 20 tales of staring down today's and still facing the near future with some fear, and far optimism. The
author doesn't sugar-coat the difficulties -- losing family members, loneliness, faulty body plumbing -- but
simultaneously reminds visitors that being aged doesn't mean your brain or your sexuality are irrevocably diminished,
just transformed. I look forward to your next tome. just like a fine wine 20 short tales that cross the era gap. I enjoyed
scanning this author's taste of the old community sprinkled with some Yiddish.And, it's downright funny. we're lucky
that this author is normally "hitting back" to share his insight. just like a fine wine some of these stories are fruit
forward plus some tease us with a lingering memory. I wonder if it is fiction or fact? Take a look in the mirror In case
you are 63 to 83 you will like it. It's an informational browse for people in their 50's and 60's - they'll learn what to
expect as they get older. good read! An excellent book that recreats Chicago daily life I really enjoyed the publication. It
is interesting for all age groups. The stories are focused on Jewish characters and all are really funny. I read this book
several years ago, and will still recall the people, their foibles and passions, and the reality of the writing.We enjoyed it.
We don't stop dreaming because we get aged - we get older because we stop dreaming.The author's talent is based on
telling it enjoy it is in an extremely entertaining style. It's occasionally hard to choose whether to laugh at, sympathize
with, pity, or criticize the many characters' sometimes misguided initiatives to be young and active, to push back the
clock. Still, the characters are all admirable in that they keep attempting, realizing, as much who observe them do not,
that they are not prepared for the scrap heap. I really like this book! 73 is a book that everyone of every age should go
through. People within their 70's and older should read it to learn that they aren't alone with their emotions and
experiences. That is an extremely personal slice of true to life. You'll enjoy it!I'm only 34 years old, but Howard
Englander's focus on detail drew me directly into each tale, making me feel just like I am the main character. The short
stories in 73 are hysterical, heartbreaking and every emotion in between. The book enables you to realize just how
precious life is, and to live every moment. Fascinating accounts of the universal experience of aging First, an admission
it doesn't detract from the fact that 73 can be an insightful publication, well-well worth reading: I'm proud to state
Howard is my uncle.This collection of short stories offers a rare, unflinching glimpse of what it's prefer to get
older.Keep writing, Howard. 73 BUT STILL Dreaming In his twenty brief fictional portraits of 73-year-olds, Howard
Englander presents several elderly foibles, pretentions, weaknesses, and coping efforts.
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